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HazMat 2015 is the leading conference for the chemical 
management, dangerous goods and hazardous materials 
industries. It brings together topical speakers and 
presentations that cover and overlap the many niches  
of these industry sectors.

The conference provides valuable information for all levels of 
personnel and industry types, including researchers, government 
bodies, corporate entities, community and industry groups.  
By bringing together leading experts and relevant speakers 
HazMat 2015 offers an essential program for delegates wanting  
to stay abreast of their respective industry.

In addition to the comprehensive program delegates can peruse 
the exhibition offering the latest industry products and services. 
There is also a social dinner function with a guest speaker which 
offers an excellent networking opportunity.

Information, 
Understanding, 
Safety 
The theme of HazMat 2015 focuses on creating a safer world 
through ensuring required information is accurate, appropriate  
and available for anyone who interacts with dangerous  
goods and hazardous chemicals. This can include emergency 
service personnel, manufacturers, formulators, applicators  
and end-users. Information sources for dangerous goods and 
hazardous chemicals include chemical registers, emergency 
procedure guides, labels and safety data sheets (SDS).  
Improving the quality of information and encouraging  
best practices should reduce the potential risks which may  
occur with dangerous goods and hazardous chemicals.
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HazMat 2015

Conference
The two day program will include a single stream of presentations, 
many of which relate to the conference theme. The conference 
will include an international keynote speaker along with many 
local expert speakers. A preconference workshop will also be on 
offer for those interested. In addition an industry exhibition will be 
open for anyone to attend and a networking dinner function will 
be held on the first evening in Darling Harbour.

Exhibition
To complement the conference presentations a selection of 
exhibitors will display their products and services to delegates 
and industry personnel. It is recommended to engage with the 
exhibitors to learn about the latest technology and practices 
emerging across the industry.

Exhibition opening times are as follows:

Tuesday 16 June 8.00am – 5.00pm

Wednesday 17 June 8.00am – 5.00pm

Who Should Attend
  Professionals involved in the production of regulations  

and codes

  Personnel involved in storage, handling or transportation  
of dangerous goods

  Specialists responsible for approval, classification and labelling 
of hazardous substances

  Emergency services personnel

  Industry specialists and agents

  Government authorities

  Industry consultants

  Community participants
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Host Organisation

Fire Protection Association Australia 
is the peak technical and educational fire safety 
membership organisation in Australia.

Accord Australasia Limited is the national 
industry association for the Australasian hygiene, 
cosmetic and specialty products industry.

The Australasian Institute of Dangerous  
Goods Consultants is an independent  
industry body that exists for the benefit of  
the dangerous goods industry, regulatory 
authorities, government, business and the 
general community.

The Surface Coatings Association Australia 
Inc. (SCAA) is a not-for-profit membership 
organization which aims to further the 
understanding and development of the 
technology of Surface Coatings in Australia.

The Dangerous Goods Advisory Group meets 
so that industry can discuss safe transportation 
and storage & handling of dangerous goods.

The National Toxics Network is a community 
based network working to ensure a toxic-free 
future for all.

The Royal Australian Chemical Institute 
is the voice of chemistry in Australia.

The Australian Paint Manufacturers’ 
Federation represents the Australian surface 
coating industry.

Fire and Rescue NSW’s purpose is to enhance 
community safety, quality of life and confidence  
by minimising the impact of hazards 
and emergency incidents on the people, 
environment and economy of New South Wales.

The Metropolitan Fire Brigade provides 
a world-class fire and rescue service in the 
Melbourne metro area.

Australian Institute of Occupational 
Hygienists promoting the profession of 
occupational hygiene in industry, government 
and the general community.

The Venue 
Australian Technology Park
The Australian Technology Park (ATP), approximately five 
kilometres from Sydney’s CBD, plays host to this year’s 
conference and exhibition. Known as one of the world’s  
major innovation centres, and with a reputation for 
excellence, creativity and flexibility, ATP is the perfect 
backdrop for such a proactive, future-focused event.

The complex boasts a 520 seat theatre with fixed tiered 
seating, a curved stage and projection facilities. Ten 
meeting rooms of varying sizes are available to cater for 
any additional requirements.

ATP’s comprehensive facilities include wireless electronic 
and video conferencing equipment, contemporary 
landscaped grounds, security and parking.

Australian Technology Park 
Locomotive Workshop 2 
Locomotive Street 
Eveleigh, NSW 
t: +61 2 9209 4220 
w: www.atp.com.au

Supporting Organisations
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Desmond Waight
DanGoods Training & Consultancy Ltd. (UK) 
Owner & Principal Consultant

For over 15 years, to 1999 Desmond 
Waight was 3M Europe’s expert 
on dangerous goods, chemical 
classification, packaging, labelling/
marking and transport issues. 

He is a current member of the UK HSE’s 
“GHS Stakeholder group”, and was of 
the various predecessor committees; 
going back some 30+ years (and was 
one of those that ‘pushed’ for the 
development of GHS!).

Desmond was a co-founder member of the Chemical Hazards 
Communication Society (CHCS) and Chairman from formation  
in 1994 until November 2009 when he stood down. 

He also was the instigator of the meeting held in 2010 that lead 
to the formation of the British Association of Dangerous Goods 
Professionals (BADGP).

Desmond has been an independent consultant and trainer  
since 1999.

Tim Kehoe
Toll Liquids, Toll Resources & Government Logistics 
General Manager

Tim Kehoe is the General Manager of 
Toll Liquids which is Toll Transport’s 
specialised bulk tanker business 
focusing on the safe and efficient 
distribution of bulk liquids including 
fuel and other high consequence 
dangerous goods. The Toll Liquids 
business has a customer base made up 
of Australia’s and the world’s largest 
energy companies. Toll Liquids strives to 
deliver industry best practice in the safe 
and efficient cartage of bulk dangerous goods.

In his role as General Manager Tim is responsible for the financial, 
strategic, operational, human resource and safety outcomes of 
this business. Reporting through to the CEO Toll Government and 
Resource Logistics, the role has 13 direct reporting groups and 
over 700 employees located across Australia.

Tim has over 20 years’ experience in the transport and logistics 
industry – including contract logistics, general freight, bulk 
commodities, chemicals, fleet maintenance and fuel distribution. 
He has seven years’ specific experience in the energy sector and 
over 10 years in the resource sector in either senior management 
or executive management roles.

Chemical Safety International – Workshop 
on the Globally Harmonized System of 
Classification and Labelling of Chemicals (GHS)

The aim of the GHS is to ensure that there is consistency between 
countries and companies in the way they classify, label and create 
safety data sheets for their products.

Chemical Safety International has developed a workshop which 
will detail the Australian GHS requirements with regards to 
classifications, labels and safety data sheets. 

The aim of the workshop is to give people an understanding on 
the important elements of the GHS and to highlight the changes 
to the current chemical classification system. The workshop was 
designed to give people an idea on the changes they need to 
make to implement the new system.

The workshop includes:
  background information on the GHS as well as comparisons  

to other countries;
  how to classify using the principles of the GHS;
  how to determine label elements based on the GHS classification;
  the information required on a GHS label;
  the information required on a GHS safety data sheet;
  an overview of the Poison Schedule;
  an overview on Dangerous Goods (DG) classification;
  an overview on additional items used to create safety data sheets.

Date Monday 15 June 2015 
Times Seminar – 9:30am to 4:00pm 
Cost $440 (Inc. GST) – Morning Tea and Lunch provided 
Location  Australian Technology Park 

Meeting Room 5A, Locomotive Workshop 
2 Locomotive Street, Eveleigh NSW 2015

Pre-Conference Workshop

Keynote Speakers
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Inclusions
Your entitlements as a registering delegate are detailed below:

Full Delegate Single Day Trade Show

Presentations  
Satchel/Compendium  
Proceedings USB  
Full Day Catering  
Dinner Function 
Tradeshow Access   

Dress Code
Business casual or smart casual attire is recommended at the 
conference. Smart casual is appropriate for the conference  
dinner function.

Confirmation
Payment must be received to confirm your attendance.  
A tax receipt will be sent as confirmation of your registration.

Cancellation policy
Registration cancellations must be made in writing to FPA Australia. 
If received by Tuesday 2 June 2015, a refund will be made less 
a $66.00 administration fee. Cancellations received after this 
date cannot be accepted and will not be refunded, however it is 
acceptable to transfer your registration to another person. The full 
name and details of the replacement person must be provided 
prior to the conference. No refunds will be made for non-
attendance and any outstanding amounts remain applicable.

Privacy statement
Information provided by delegates at the time of registration will 
be used to administer the conference, including accommodation, 
catering, sponsorship and exhibition. Your details may also be used 
to inform you of FPA Australia-related events and services. Data 
obtained will remain the property of FPA Australia. For the FPA 
Australia privacy statement please visit www.fpaa.com.au.

The conference dinner allows guests to have an enjoyable and 
relaxed evening out between the two days of presentations. 
Guests will be provided with a sumptuous three course meal, 
drinks, a guest speaker and plenty of time to network and socialise.

Guest Speaker 
Darren Flanagan
On May 9th 2006 Todd Russell and Brant Webb walked out of the 
Beaconsfield mine after being trapped underground for 14 days. 
The part played by Darren Flanagan in their rescue is one of the 
most dramatic and inspirational stories ever told.

Location 
The Gold Room @ L’Aqua 
Darling Harbour

Date & Time 
Tuesday 16 June 
6:30pm for 7:00pm until 10:30pm

Darren Flanagan

Conference Dinner

A ticket to the dinner function is included with a full delegate 
registration. Due to restricted numbers please indicate on the 
registration form if you will be attending the conference dinner.

Individual dinner tickets may be purchased for yourself,  
your partner, colleagues or clients.



Conference Program

Day 1 – Tuesday 16 June
 Registration & Exhibition Opening

 Welcome & Housekeeping

 Panel Session

  Experiences with New Zealand Safety Data Sheet 
(SDS) Survey

   In 2014, the Environmental Protection Authority (EPA) of New 
Zealand commissioned a survey of safety data sheets (SDS) 
to assess their compliance under the Hazardous Substances 
and New Organisms (HSNO) Act. The results of this audit 
will be presented, along with a summary of the new SDS 
requirements that are being proposed for New Zealand. 
This presentation should be of interest to those involved 
in supplying SDS in New Zealand as well as supplying GHS 
compliant SDS in Australia.

    Tania Van Maanen – Environmental Protection  
Authority (NZ) – Senior Advisor, Policy and Legal

  Safety Data Sheets (SDS): The Regulator’s Perspective 
on SECTION 12 – Ecological Information, Improving 
the Content, Reducing the Risk

   Product users, fire departments and environmental 
protection agencies are often significantly hampered 
by the lack of information in Safety Data Sheets (SDS) in 
risk assessments of site activities or when responding to 
emergency incidents. In most cases the quality and coverage 
of SDSs are poor in one or more areas and almost always 
with regards to Section 12 – Ecological Information and the 
importance of this section is often overlooked as it is not 
usually relevant to day-to-day safety and plant operations. 
The Queensland Department of Environment and Heritage 
Protection in collaboration with the WA Department of 
Environmental Regulation have developed a new set of 
standards for the content of Section 12 with the aim of 
ensuring the users, regulators and responders have a reliable 
and common basis to assess their overall risks and ultimately 
minimise or avoid costly pollution events.

    Nigel Holmes – Department of Environment & Heritage 
Protection (QLD) – Principal Advisor Incident Management, 
Incident Response Unit

 Morning Tea

  Keynote – Self-help in Hazardous Chemical Issues
   Desmond Waight will describe how the UK based Chemical 

Hazards Communication Society (CHCS) came into existence 
in 1994, has grown from an initial 12 to some 450+ members, 
and the range of help that the CHCS, and its members, 
provide to each other, and via its email based Q&As forum to 
non-members around the globe. Desmond was a founding 
member and Chairman from 1994 until 2009. 

    Desmond Waight – DanGoods Training & Consultancy 
Ltd. (UK) – Owner and Principal Consultant
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 Panel Session

  Safety Data Sheets (SDS) – Are They Environmentally 
Fit-for-Purpose?

   In order to carry out a suitable and sufficient assessment of 
environmental risk one requires as a minimum: (a) relevant 
toxicity data as part of a PBT profile; (b) degradation data  
in the form of BOD5 (= acute oxygen stress) and BOD28  
(= longer term degradation) expressed as %COD as well as 
an absolute COD value; (c) information on environmental 
persistence of components and their degradation products; 
and (d) identification of minor components and any potential 
degradation products together with PBT profiling. Values 
should be quoted for any mixture or complex formulation  
as supplied to the end-user and not for individual 
components in isolation.

    Roger A. Klein – MA, PhD, MB, BChir, CSci, CChem, FRSC, 
MIFireE, Cambridge, UK., Christian Regenhard Center for 
Emergency Response Studies, (RaCERS), John Jay College 
of Criminal Justice (CUNY) New York, USA.

  NICNAS Reform & Regulatory issues
   Reform of the notification and assessment of industrial 

chemicals arising from the review of the National Industrial 
Chemicals Notification and Assessment Scheme will 
be discussed, as well as the Australian Government’s 
Competitiveness Agenda as it relates to industrial  
chemical regulation, including measures such as the  
use of international assessment materials.

    Graeme Barden – Department of Health, Australia – 
Assistant Secretary, Health Protection Policy Branch

  Taming the Monster – Free Software for GHS 
Classifications & Shared Safety Data Sheets 
(SharedSDS)

   Is global harmonisation achievable when regulators 
everywhere have been going their own way for decades? 
How can that monster be tamed?

   This presentation reveals how licensed sharing of SDSs  
down the distribution chain and across the world can 
contribute. It proposes an international Foundation 
to support the software and achieve regulatory and 
classification harmonisation – working with established 
industry associations.

    Mike Dewhirst – Climate Pty Ltd – Director

 Lunch

www.fpaa.com.au/hazmat
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   Industrial Poisoning Case Studies
   The Poisons Information Centres throughout Australia are 

a network of resources on which consumers, industrial 
chemical users and medical professionals call on for 
emergency advice in the case of poisoning. Poisoning in 
the use of industrial chemicals whilst less frequent than for 
consumer products represents a wider range of poisons 
and depends on records held by the Poisons Information 
Centres which have been sourced through the National 
Poisons Register. A number of industrial chemical poisoning 
case studies will be discussed, especially those caused by 
poor records such as inadequate chemical manifests, poor 
quality Safety Data Sheets (SDS), insufficiently detailed 
package labels etc. The required information for inclusion on 
the National Poisons Register (especially where the Poisons 
Information Centres’ Emergency Response Telephone 
Number is nominated on SDS etc.) will be discussed.

    A/Prof. Naren Gunja – Western Sydney Toxicology Service 
– Emergency Physician, Clinical & Forensic Toxicologist

 Panel Session

  The Transportation of Lithium Batteries by Road/Rail 
& Marine

   Rechargeable Lithium ion batteries (including lithium 
polymer batteries) and non-rechargeable/disposable lithium 
metal batteries (including lithium alloy batteries) are widely 
used in a range of consumer electronics and portable 
electronic devices.

   They are considered as dangerous goods due to the fact 
that they can overheat and ignite under certain conditions. 
Following several serious (fire) incidents during transport, the 
regulations for this product type were adjusted and more 
stringent regulatory requirements were introduced in 2009.

   Following a description of the various types of lithium 
batteries and their risk measurement, Chris discusses about 
when they are declared as Dangerous Goods in transport and 
how they are made safe for transport.

    Chris Reed – Australian Industrial Trainers, Assessors and 
Consultants – Dangerous Goods Instructor

 Afternoon Tea

   Changes to Hazardous Substances Regulations in  
New Zealand and the Likely Impact on Responsible 
Care New Zealand Inc. Members (joint presentation)

   Changes to hazardous substances regulation in New Zealand 
were foreshadowed at Hazmat 2014. These will include 
separation of functions under the HSNO Act between a 
new Health and Safety at Work Act and HSNO and between 
the two regulators, Worksafe and EPA. Worksafe will be 
responsible for the control of hazardous substances in the 
workplace. The EPA will be focusing on changes from HSNO 
to GHS classification and labelling, related changes to Group 
Standards as well as developing an enforcement function 
focussed on importers and manufacturers. The likely impact 
of these changes on Responsible Care New Zealand Inc 
members will be discussed.

    Dr Peter Dawson – Environmental Protection Authority 
(NZ) – Principal Scientist, Policy and Legal

    Ken Clarke – Responsible Care New Zealand Inc. – 
Compliance Manager

 Panel Session

 Closing Comments

  Battery Recycling in Australia
   The Australian Battery Recycling Initiative (ABRI) has been 

formed by a group of battery manufacturers, recyclers, 
retailers, government bodies and environment groups to 
promote the collection, recycling and safe disposal of all 
batteries. The important environmental benefits of ABRI 
include:

  •  recovery of non-renewable resources for other  
beneficial uses

  •  reduction in the environmental impacts of mining  
and manufacturing virgin materials

  •  reduction in the environmental impacts of landfill
  •  less contamination of recycling programs for  

organic materials.

   ABRI’s role includes research, advocacy, education 
and stakeholder engagement to promote safe and 
environmentally responsible recycling of all batteries at  
end of life. It supports the principle of product stewardship 
that responsibility for environmental management of 
products, including their recovery at end of life, is shared  
by organisations at every stage of the product life cycle.

    Dr Helen Lewis – Australian Battery Recycling Initiative – 
Chief Executive Officer

  Difficulties Facing Companies in Complying with 
GHS with Large Numbers of Paint Labels for Both 
Consumer & Workplace (joint presentation)

   The new Australian Work Health and Safety (WHS)  
regulations on chemical classification, safety data sheets 
(SDS) and labelling were implemented throughout most 
jurisdictions of Australia on January 1 2012. Adoption of  
these new regulations (incorporating classifications 
according to GHS) requires new SDS and labels for workplace 
products before December 31 2016. Two major paint 
companies share their experience in meeting the challenges 
in complying with GHS with large numbers of labels for both 
consumer and workplace areas. The presentation should be 
of interest to those who are involved in supplying products 
which are hazardous chemicals and/or dangerous goods.

    Joseph Rodgers-Falk – Valspar Paint (Australia) Pty 
Limited – Compliance & Regulatory Affairs Manager

    Daniel Lee – PPG Architectural Coatings (Australia) – 
Director, Architectural Technical ANZ & China

18:30 Conference Dinner

The conference program is subject to change due to unforeseen  
circumstances. All changes are at the discretion of the organising committee.
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Conference Program

Day 2 – Wednesday 17 June
 Registration & Exhibition Opening

 Welcome & Housekeeping

 Sponsor Welcome

  Keynote – Safe Transport of Chemicals & Fuel
   The Toll Group is involved in worldwide supply of logistics 

across all industry groups. Toll Liquids specialise in the 
transportation of bulk liquid and industrial gases by road 
and service the oil, gas and chemical industries in Australia. 
They carry hazardous chemicals, dangerous goods and 
non-hazardous chemicals. Transport incidents which have 
occurred in Australia include those involved in the transport 
of ammonium nitrate as well as the fuel tanker mishap in 
Mona Vale, NSW in 2014. As a leader in the industry this 
provides an opportunity to learn about what is happening 
in the industry and particularly how the Toll Group 
differentiates itself in this highly competitive market.

    Tim Kehoe – Toll Liquids, Toll Resources & Government 
Logistics – General Manager

   Reinsurance & Underwriting Inspections of  
Dangerous Goods Facilities

   Andre will focus on the regulations and Australian Standard 
surrounding the dangerous goods storage facilities and in 
particular AS 1940 which is being revised at present, and  
the problems insurers like FM and their clients have in 
meeting the Regulations and the Standard and dovetailing 
insurers requirements.

  He will discuss:

  • issues such as minor storage allowances
  •  very serious shortcomings in Section 11 of AS 1940 

regarding hydrant and sprinkler protection.

   He will also refer to the revision of AS 1940 and to projects  
FM Global are dealing with.

    Andre Mierzwa – FM Global (Australia) – Operations  
Chief Engineer

   A Responder’s comments on some Hazmat incidents 
resulting from fires

   Paul will speak about the hazmat implications from fires 
involving hazardous materials. Two incidents on which he  
will particularly focus are:

  •  An explosion and fire at Rozelle, NSW, where asbestos 
contamination caused a significant impact on operations  
in particular the impact on the community in the  
recovery phase.

  •  A fire at a pool chemical supplier at Rydalmere, NSW,  
where there was concern over the impact of pool 
chemicals on firefighters  and the community, with 
the possibility of these products being carried to the 
environment in fire water runoff and the smoke plume.

    Superintendent Paul Johnstone – Fire & Rescue NSW – 
Capability Manager Hazmat

  Changes in Australian Dangerous Goods Code (ADG) 
7.3 & Changes in Class 9 Materials (e.g. Potentially 
Polymerising Materials)

   The presentation will cover changes in the Australian 
Dangerous Goods Code (ADGC), Seventh edition, 7.3, 
published in August 2014. In particular it will focus on 
changes in the code from the previous Seventh edition which 
was published in 2011. Amongst other topics, changes in 
Class 9 materials from the previous edition will be discussed. 
As the WA participant on the Competent Authorities Panel 
(CAP) the speaker is able to provide particular background to 
these changes and to discuss the process for the Consultation 
on UN18 Amendments to the ADGC, Seventh edition, 7.4.

    Stephen Lane – Department of Mines and Petroleum (WA) 
– Senior Dangerous Goods Officer

  Ammonium Nitrate Transport Incidents 
(joint presentation)

   Recent incidents have drawn attention to the road transport of 
ammonium nitrate in Australia, most notably the incident near 
Charleville, Queensland on 5 September 2014 where a road 
train of ammonium nitrate was involved in a traffic accident 
with subsequent detonation. Ryan and Jeff will discuss 
ammonium nitrate road transport incidents in Australia and 
overseas, including spills, fires and explosions. Ryan will 
provide comment as the lead investigator for the incident at 
Charleville, and Jeff will outline observations of an ammonium 
nitrate road train fatal crash and fire near Wubin in WA.  
A partial chronology of incidents will be discussed and other 
incidents compared. Current emergency response advice  
will be considered in light of observations from incidents.

    Ryan Brogden – Department of Natural Resources & 
Mines (QLD) – Principal Inspector of Explosives, Safety & 
Health Division

    Dr Jeff Davis – Department of Fire & Emergency Services 
(WA) – Principal Scientific Officer, Special Operations Response

  Dangerous Goods Transport in UK/Europe
   Desmond will briefly describe the special aspects of the 

European Road (ADR) provisions, the requirements for, and 
role of, the Dangerous Goods Safety Adviser (DGSA), and how 
the UK won the right to retain its Emergency Action Code 
(EAC) provisions for tanker markings. Also the creation in 2010 
of the British Association of Dangerous Goods Professionals 
(BADGP), which has a LinkedIn discussion group with already 
some 1000+ members, drawn from many parts of the world.

    Desmond Waight – DanGoods Training & Consultancy 
Ltd. (UK) – Owner and Principal Consultant

 Panel Session

 Morning Tea
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   Impact of Poor Quality Safety Data Sheets (SDS)  
on Emergency Services

   Safety data sheets (SDS) may often be the primary source  
of information for emergency services at the time of an 
incident occurring. Poor quality information in the SDS  
may cause issues for emergency responders in identifying 
the relevant chemicals involved, as well as appropriate 
actions to save life and minimise damage to property and  
the environment.

    Phillip Cantrell – WorkCover Authority (NSW) – Team 
Assistant State Inspector – Hygiene & Toxicology, Hazardous 
Chemical Services , Work Health & Safety Division

   Updating Standards in Australia 
(Including Emergency Response Guides)

   Australian Standards for the transportation and storage of 
hazardous chemicals and dangerous goods include SAA/SNZ 
HB76:2010 Handbook Dangerous Goods – Initial Emergency 
Response Guide. This was based on the Emergency Response 
Guide jointly developed by Canadian, US and Mexican 
government agencies. Standards Australia has no current 
plan to include updates made in the overseas Guide.

   Australian Standards for storage and handling are reviewed 
far less frequently than equivalent overseas standards and 
often fail to keep up with commercially available equipment 
and methods. Peter will comment on this with its implications 
for the safe transportation and storage of dangerous goods 
throughout Australia.

    W.V. Peter Hunt – AIDGC – Vice President

   NICNAS Classification of Respirable Silica &  
Exposure Standards

   The speaker has been exploring exposure to respirable 
quartz and effect on lung function, in quarries and 
dimension stone mines, in Queensland, Australia. His findings 
“challenge” the adequacy of the current Safe Work Australia 
Exposure Standard of 0.1mg/m3 TWA 8hr. This presentation 
will demonstrate why this Exposure Standard must not  
be considered as a fine dividing line between a safe and  
unsafe exposure.

    Kevin Hedges – University of Western Sydney

 Panel Session  Panel Session

 Panel Session

 Closing Comments

 Lunch  Afternoon Tea

  Regulatory Issues in Industrial Nanomaterials –  
A Citizen Science Viewpoint

   Industrial nanomaterials, including nanopesticides and 
nanomedicines, are most likely being introduced into 
the Australian environment without regulatory oversight 
or consumer awareness. Australia has no nanomaterial 
register, making it impossible for regulators to determine 
which nanomaterials are already in the marketplace. 
Nanomaterials are used in a diverse range of products from 
cosmetics, food packaging to surface coatings. There are 
virtually no restrictions on the import of nanomaterials 
or products containing nanomaterials and nanoproducts 
can be easily purchased from overseas. There are no 
mandatory requirements compelling manufacturers to 
disclose nanomaterials and there are no mandatory labelling 
requirements. The National Toxics Network provides a citizen 
science perspective on this situation.

    Dr Rye Senjen – National Toxics Network (Australia) – 
Nanotechnology Spokesperson

  Should Australia Have a Mandatory Register of 
Nanomaterials?

   Despite still being an emerging field, the use of 
nanotechnology is expanding rapidly – as is our exposure  
to nanomaterials. There is a mounting body of evidence  
that some nanomaterials represent risks to human health  
and the environment.

   These concerns are reviewed and the case is made for a 
nanomaterial register. This would allow regulators to conduct 
basic risk assessments and provide meaningful information 
to protect the health of workers and consumers.

    Louise Sales – Friends of the Earth Emerging Tech Project 
(Australia)



Accommodation Booking Form
Online Booking is available at: https://ep.ozaccom.com.au/public/HAZ15/accommodation.aspx

First Name Surname

OrganisationTitle (please circle)         Mr       Mrs       Ms       Dr       Prof

Mailing Address

Suburb/City State P/Code

Email

Phone  (         ) Mobile

DELEGATE DETAILS

Room Type    Ibis Sydney – Pyrmont View Queen Room   Novotel Sydney – Pyrmont View Queen Room 

  Ibis Sydney – Harbour View Queen Room   Novotel Sydney – Harbour View Queen Room

Sharing With

Special Requirements

Arrival Date                     /               / 15 Departure Date                   /               / 15Arrival Time     AM     PM

ACCOMMODATION

CREDIT CARD DETAILS

  VISA           AMEX           MASTERCARD

Card No.      Exp. Date  /     Amount  

Name on Card       Signature  

Please send your completed form to:

Ozaccom Pty Ltd 
PO Box 104, 
RBH Post Office QLD 4029

Toll free within Australia:   1800 814 611 
Tel:   07 3854 1611

Fax:   07 3854 1507 
Email:   ozaccom@ozaccom.com.au

To secure and confirm your accommodation, credit card details are required as a guarantee. These details will be passed on to the hotel and it is 
at the hotel’s discretion as to whether a deposit will be charged prior to arrival. An imprint will be required upon check in and your full account 
is to be settled with the hotel on departure. NB No monies will be debited from your credit card by OzAccom for accommodation. Alternatively, 
a deposit of one night’s accommodation by cheque is acceptable. Cheque payments should be made payable to Ozaccom Pty Ltd. International 
delegates must provide an international bank draft, in Australian Dollars and drawn on an Australian Bank and Branch.

TERMS & CONDITIONS All accommodation rates are listed in Australian dollars and are valid only if booked through Ozaccom+. Rates include 
GST and are quoted on a per room per night basis. Rates and all information are current at time of printing and are subject to change without 
prior notification. Written confirmation will be advised by email – if no email address is supplied, a confirmation letter will be forwarded by post. 
Accommodation Tax Invoices will be issued by your chosen hotel. Bookings made within 30 days of your check-in date may be subject to further 
terms & conditions. Cancellations made within 7 business days prior to arrival will incur a penalty and it is at the hotel’s discretion as to the 
cancellation penalty charged. All cancellations must be made in writing to Ozaccom+.
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Ibis Sydney Darling Harbour
70 Murray Street, Sydney NSW 2000 
02 9563 0888      www.ibis.com

Novotel Sydney Darling Harbour
100 Murray Street, Sydney NSW 2000 
02 9288 7180      www.novoteldarlingharbour.com.au

Pyrmont View Queen Room $179.00 Pyrmont View Queen Room $259.00

Harbour View Queen Room $199.00 Harbour View Queen Room $279.00

Conference Transfers:  A dedicated transport shuttle will run between the Ibis and Australian Technology 
Park at the start and end of both days (8:00am – 9:00am & 5:00pm – 6:00pm).



Registration Form / Tax Invoice
Early Bird Registration closes Friday 15 May 2015

First Name Surname

OrganisationPosition

Postal Address

Special Requirements

Suburb/City State P/code

Email

Phone  (         ) Mobile

DELEGATE DETAILS

MEMBERSHIP Membership rates apply to current members of one or more of the following organisations

  
FPA Australia 

  
AIOH 

  
Accord 

  
AIDGC 

  
APMF 

  
SCAA

  
DGAG 

  
Fire NSW 

  
MFB 

  
NTN

    
RACI 

  
Government Representatives

Date         /              /

ATTENDANCE OPTIONS

   Multiple:   I have 3 or more delegates attending from the same organisation and am therefore 
eligible for 10% off the full and single day registration fees above.

Member Non-Member All prices include 10% GST.  See page 5 for inclusions.

Which day will you attend?
Early Bird    $475   $575

After 15 May   $575   $675

Single Day Delegate 
Full access to a selected day

Early Bird    $990   $1,190

After 15 May   $1,190   $1,430

Will you attend the  
Conference Dinner?

Full Delegate
Full access to both days plus 
the dinner function

  Yes   No

  Tue   Wed

  Exhibition Attendance Only – FREE

  Pre-Conference Workshop – Monday 15 June 2015 – $440

  Proceedings USB – $250

Additional  
Options

METHOD OF PAYMENT (FPA AUSTRALIA – ABN 30 005 366 576) 

Total of all options selected above = $ 
     

  AMEX        Visa        MasterCard

Card No.                                       Expiry              /      Amount $  

Name on Card    Signed 
 

  EFT Payment FPA Australia  BSB 033 083  ACCT 332 932   Reference “HZ15 + Company or Your Name”

  Cheque Payable to FPA Australia

NOTE:    Payment is required for registration to be accepted, all payments must be received prior to the conference. 
Details of the cancellation policy can be found on Page 5. 

 BOOK EARLY & SAVE!

Please forward your completed form with full payment to: 
HazMat 2015 
PO Box 1049 
Box Hill VIC 3128 AUSTRALIA

T +61 3 8892 3131 
F +61 3 8892 3132

E events@fpaa.com.au 
W www.fpaa.com.au



INFORMATION, 
UNDERSTANDING,  
SAFETY
Creating a safer chemical management 
industry by ensuring necessary information 
is accurate, appropriate and accessible

Australian Technology Park, Eveleigh NSW 
16 + 17 June, 2015

HazMat 2015 is the leading conference for the 
chemical management, dangerous goods and 
hazardous materials industries. The conference 
brings together topical speakers covering many 
niches of these industry sectors.

www.fpaa.com.au/hazmat

Major 
Sponsors


